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Abstract 
 

 Blockchain has been an interesting area of exploration for some time and the 
advantages it provides have been exploited by a variety of different businesses. Basically, the 
medical service area has benefited greatly from blockchain innovations due to safety, security, 
confidentiality and decentralization. Overall, the Electronic Wellbeing Record (EHR) system 
addresses issues related to information security, honesty and fairness. In this paper, we talk 
about how blockchain innovation can be used to change the EHR framework and can be the 
answer to this problem. We present a system that can be used for the implementation of 
blockchain innovations in the field of medical services for EHR. The essence of our proposed 
system is first and foremost to implement blockchain innovations for EHR and in addition to 
provide secure electronic records capacity by characterizing granular access rules for clients of 
the proposed structure. Moreover, this structure also speaks to the flexibility issue that 
blockchain innovation sees as a whole through the use of the off-chain capacity of the record. 
This structure gives the EHR framework the advantage of having a blockchain-based setup that 
is versatile, secure, and basic. The information on the blockchain is apparent to everybody that 
is available on the chain this makes the information weak which is anything but an ideal result 
for a decentralized stage. 

   
Keywords: Blockchain, health records, electronic health records, decentralization 
 
1. Introduction 
 The new approach in innovation is influencing all pieces of human existence and is 
changing the manner in which we utilize and see things beforehand. Actually, like the 
progressions innovation has presented in different areas of life, it is additionally tracking down 
new ways for development in the medical care area[1]. The primary advantages that progression 
in innovation is offering are to further develop security, client experience and different parts of 
the medical care area. These advantages were presented by Electronic Wellbeing Record 
(EHR) and Electronic Clinical Record (EMR) frameworks[2]. Notwithstanding, they actually face 
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a few issues in regards to the security of clinical records, client responsibility for, information 
trustworthiness and so forth. The answer for these issues could be the utilization of an original 
innovation, i.e., Blockchain[3]. This innovation offers to give a safe, carefully designed stage for 
putting away clinical records and other medical care related data. Prior to the coming of current 
innovation, the medical care area utilized paper based frameworks to store the clinical records, 
i.e., utilizing manually written components[4]. This paper-based clinical record framework was 
wasteful, shaky, chaotic and was not carefully designed. It additionally confronted the issue of 
information duplication[5]. Also excess as every one of the foundations that patient visited had 
different duplicates of the patient's clinical records. The medical care area confronted a pattern 
shift towards EHR frameworks that were intended to join paper-based and electronic clinical 
records (EMR)[6]. These frameworks were utilized to store clinical notes and the research facility 
brings about its numerous parts. They were proposed to upgrade the wellbeing part of the 
patients by forestalling blunders and expanding data access[7]. The objective of EHR 
frameworks was to tackle the issues looked by the paper-based medical care records and to 
give an effective framework that would change the condition of the medical care area[8]. The 
EHR frameworks have been executed in various emergency clinics all over the planet due the 
advantages it gives, basically the improvement in security and its expense viability[9]. They are 
viewed as an imperative piece of the medical services area as it gives a lot of usefulness to 
medical services[10]. These functionalities are electronic capacity of clinical records, patients' 
arrangement of the board, charging and records, and lab tests. They are accessible in a 
considerable lot of the EHR frameworks being utilized in the medical care area[11]. The 
essential center is to give secure, temper-evidence, and shareable clinical records across 
various stages. Notwithstanding the way that the thought behind utilization of EHR frameworks 
in the clinics or medical services was to work on the nature of medical care, and didn't meet the 
assumptions related with them. A review was led in Finland to track down the encounters of 
nursing staff with the EHR, it was reasoned that EHR frameworks dealt with the issues identified 
with them being temperamental and having a helpless condition of ease of use[12]. The EHR 
framework likewise deals with some different issues which are as per the following: 
 

A.  INTEROPERABILITY 

  It is the way for various data frameworks to trade data between them. The data ought 

to be replaceable and should be usable for additional reasons. A significant part of EHR 

frameworks is its Well Being Data Trade (HIE) or overall information sharing angle[13]. With 

various EHR frameworks being sent in different emergency clinics they have a fluctuating 

degree of phrasings, specialized and useful abilities which makes it to have no all around 

characterized standard. In addition, at specialized level the clinical records being traded ought 

to be interpretable, and that deciphered snippet of data could be additionally utilized[14]. 

 

B. INFORMATION ASYMMETRY 

 Today the best issue in the medical services area characterized by the pundits is data 

imbalance which alludes to one party having preferable admittance to data over the other 

party[15]. On account of EHR frameworks, or as a general rule, the medical services area is 

experiencing this issue as specialists or emergency clinics approach the patient's records, along 

these lines making it focal[16]. Assuming a patient needs to get to his clinical records he would 

need to follow a long and dreary interaction to get to them. The data is brought together to just 

a solitary medical care association and its control is simply given to the clinics or 

associations[17]. 

 

C. DATA BREACHES  

 Information breaks in the medical services area likewise require the need of a superior 

stage. A review was finished examining the information breaks in EHR frameworks and it 

portrayed that 173 million information passages have been compromised in these frameworks 
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since October 2009[18]. One more review directed by Argaw et al, clarifies that emergency 

clinics have turned into an objective of digital assaults and an expanding pattern has been seen 

by the scientists while leading this review that a ton of exploration work has been done in this 

area[19]. Additionally, numerous EHR frameworks are not intended to satisfy the necessities 

and prerequisites of the patients and face the issues identified with shortcoming and helpless 

transformation of these frameworks. The writing likewise recommends that utilization of EHRs 

have acquainted adverse results with data handling. These issues make it sensible to find a 

stage that would be useful in changing the medical serv 

 ices area to show restraint focused, i.e., Blockchain. A stage which is secure, 

straightforward and it additionally gives information uprightness to the clinical records of the 

patients. This paper proposes a structure that makes such a decentralized stage that would 

store patient's clinical records and give access of those records to suppliers or concerned 

people, i.e., patients[20]. We additionally expect to take care of the adaptability issue of 

blockchain, as it isn't in the plan of blockchain to store gigantic volumes of information on it. In 

this way, we would utilize an off-chain scaling strategy that utilizes the fundamental medium to 

tackle the adaptability issue by putting away the information on that medium. Besides, our 

proposed work is planning to tackle the previously mentioned data deviation and information 

breaks issue looked at by the EHR framework[21]. 

 
2. Literature review 
 Blockchain Foundation 
 Initially intended for keeping a monetary record, the blockchain worldview can be 

reached out to give a summed up structure to carrying out decentralized figure assets. Each 

process asset can be considered as a singleton state-machine that can change between states 

through cryptographically-got exchanges[22]. While creating another state-machine, the hubs 

encode rationale which characterizes substantial state advances and transfer it onto the 

blockchain. From that point on, the squares diary a progression of legitimate exchanges that, 

when steadily executed with the state from the past block, transform the state-machine into its 

present status[23]. The Proof of Work agreement calculation and its fundamental distributed 

convention secure the express machines' state and progressing rationale from altering, and 

furthermore share this data with all hubs partaking in the framework. Hubs can subsequently 

question the state machines whenever and get an outcome which is acknowledged by the whole 

organization with high sureness[24]. This exchange based state-machine speculation of the 

blockchain is casually alluded to as brilliant agreements. Ethereum is quick to endeavor a full 

execution of this thought. It incorporates into the blockchain a Turing-complete guidance set to 

permit brilliant agreement programming and a capacity ability to oblige on-chain state. We 

respect the adaptability of its programming language as a significant property with regards to 

EHR the board. This property can empower progressed usefulness (multi-party assertion, 

offering, notoriety, and so on) to be coded into our proposed framework, adjusting to follow 

contrasts in guideline and changes in partners' needs[25]. We use Ethereum's shrewd 

agreements to make astute portrayals of existing clinical records that are put away inside 

individual hubs of the organization. We develop the agreements to contain metadata about the 

record proprietorship, consents and information uprightness. The blockchain exchanges in our 

framework convey cryptographically marked directions to deal with these properties. The 

agreement's state transition capacities complete arrangements, authorizing information 

variation simply by real exchanges. Such strategies can be intended to carry out any 

arrangement of rules which oversee a specific clinical record, as long as it very well may be 

addressed computationally. For instance, a strategy might authorize that different exchanges 

addressing assent are sent from the two patients and care suppliers, prior to giving review 
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consents to an outsider[26]. To explore the conceivably huge measure of record portrayals, our 

framework structures them on the blockchain by carrying out three sorts of agreements[27]. 

  

 Execution Modes: Execution happens as a call or a "sendTransaction" where a call is 

upset on the neighborhood machine of the end-client.  

It is a speedy strategy, however it deals with a read-just worldview[28]. They are never sent to 

the organization and thus need not be verified for intra network correspondence. Exchanges are 

sent utilizing "sendTransaction" , which are sought after by confirmed diggers, with a capability 

of radically affecting the chain. 

 

 Communication Methods: There are two manners by which Ethereum agreements 

might seek after intra and bury network correspondence[29]. First is by means of Messages, 

which are among contracts and are not impacted by the mining that happens on the blockchain. 

Exchanges begin from the end-clients which start different cycles[30]. 

 

 Constituent Nodes  

The separation not just builds the versatility of the Blockchain to such an extent that different 

partners can connect with the chain to benefit from assets in a proficient way[31]. Hubs 

establishing the square chain are isolated into three classes: 

● Full Nodes: Each exchange is put away, with each individual square from the 

blockchain. A bigger extra room and expanded computational power is required. 

● Light Nodes: Just square headers are put away to confirm the adjustment of any square 

or an exchange that happened. Explicit information can be gotten through the light hubs. 

● Archive Nodes: Store each exchange, each square and the receipts of the exchanges 

that happen. This empowers the organization to recover required information. 

 

IT Components 

1) Database Manager: A supervisor explores among the data sets that save the patient 

wellbeing records and connection age to highlight the records. The supervisor will 

likewise make hashes of the records and questions created for the connection. 

Uprightness is saved utilizing the hashes as they keep away from direct access of the 

data set. 

2) Cipher Manager: The cryptographic necessities of the worldview will be dealt with by 

the Code Supervisor. Encryption-unscrambling of the records that are put away/traded 

will be attempted by the Chief. Keys are utilized for this reason; symmetric key style and 

public key style encryption pattern are used. 

 
3. Research Methods 
Blockchain Technology 

 This innovation was presented by Nakamoto, for his famous work of advanced cash or 

digital currency, i.e., bitcoin. Nakamoto utilized blockchain innovation to tackle the twofold 

spending issue of bitcoin yet soon this clever innovation was being utilized in numerous different 

applications. Blockchain is a chain of squares that are associated together and are consistently 

developing by putting away exchanges on the squares. This stage utilizes a decentralized 

methodology that permits the data to be disseminated and that each piece of appropriated data 

or ordinarily known as information have shared possession. Blockchains hold bunches of 

exchanges that are hashed subsequently giving them security and they are overseen by 

distributed organizations. A blockchain has specific advantages like security, namelessness, 

and respectability of information with no outsider intercession. These advantages settle on a 
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sensible decision to store patient's clinical records on it, on the grounds that the development of 

innovation in the medical services industry has made the security of patient's clinical information 

a main concern. Various specialists have additionally recognized that utilizing blockchain 

innovation in medical services would be an attainable arrangement 

 

A. Design 

 To comprehend blockchain engineering let us utilize the accompanying figure 1 that 

clarifies the entire course of an exchange being sent from a client on the blockchain network. 

 

1. Another exchange being sent by a client on the blockchain network proposes that 

another square is made. A square in the blockchain is utilized for keeping exchanges in 

them and these squares are disseminated to every one of the associated hubs in the 

organization. That exchange put inside a square is communicated to every one of the 

hubs in the organization. Every one of the hubs in the organization have a duplicate of 

the total blockchain that helps them in the confirmation process. At the point when a 

square containing the client exchange is communicated to the associated hubs as a 

whole, they confirm that the square isn't altered using any and all means. Assuming this 

confirmation brings about progress then the hubs add that square in their own duplicate 

of blockchain 

 
Fig. 1 An overview of blockchain architecture. 

 

2. This entire course of the square being added on the blockchain is finished by the hubs 

coming upon an agreement where they conclude which squares are substantial to be 

added on the blockchain and which are not. This approval is performed by the 

associated hubs utilizing some known calculations to confirm the exchange and to 

guarantee that the sender is a verified piece of the organization. At the point when a 

hub prevails with regards to playing out the approval that hub is compensated with 

cryptographic money. This course of approving the exchange is known as mining and 

the hub playing out this approval is known as digger 

3. Later approval is done that square is added to the blockchain. 

4. Later the entire course of approval is played out and the exchange is finished. 
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Some fundamental ideas of blockchain innovation can be perceived in the accompanying 

depictions 

 

B. Block 

 As clarified before blockchain are shaped together by various squares associated 

together in a distributed organization in this way making a decentralized application. The header 

of these squares contains hashes of past blocks in them. A square contains three things in it 

which are information, hash of the current square and a hash of a past block. The information 

could be anything as it relies upon the kind of blockchain. As if there should arise an occurrence 

of bitcoin, the information comprises coins that are really electronic money. The hash that is put 

away in these squares contains a SHA-256 cryptographic calculation which is utilized for novel 

distinguishing proof of a square on the chain. 

 

C. Agreement Calculation 

 Each square that is added on the chain would have to adhere to some agreement 

guidelines for it to be added on the blockchain. For this reason blockchain innovation utilizes 

agreement calculations. The most widely recognized agreement calculation utilized is Proof of 

Work (PoW) calculation and it was utilized by Nakamoto, in the bitcoin network. The fundamental 

working of this calculation is that there are a number of hubs or members on a blockchain 

network so when an exchange is mentioned to be added on the organization by any participating 

hub it should be determined. This cycle is called mining and the hubs that are playing out these 

estimations are excavators. 

 

D. Key Highlights Of Blockchain 

1) Decentralization 

 With blockchain the data is disseminated across the organization rather than at one 

main issue. This likewise makes the control of data to be conveyed and dealt with by agreement 

came to upon by shared contribution from the hubs associated with the organization. The 

information that was before assembled at one main issue is presently taken care of by many 

confided in substances. 

 

2) Data Transparency 

 Accomplishing information straightforwardness in any innovation is to have a trust 

based connection between elements. The information or record in question ought to be gotten 

and temper evidence. Any information being put away on the blockchain isn't aggregated at one 

spot and isn't constrained by one hub yet is rather circulated across the organization. The 

responsibility is currently shared and this makes it to be straightforward and secure from any 

outsider mediation. 

 

3) Security and Privacy 

 Blockchain innovation utilizes cryptographic capacities to give security to the hubs 

associated with its organization. It utilizes SHA-256 cryptographic calculation on the hashes that 

are put away on the squares. SHA represents Secure Hashing Algorithm,these hashes give 

security to the blockchain as information honesty is guaranteed by them. Cryptographic hashes 

are solid one way works that create checksum for computerized information that can't be utilized 

for information extraction. This makes blockchain as such a decentralized stage made secure 

by the cryptographic methodologies which makes it to be a decent choice for security assurance 

of specific applications. 
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E.  Challenges Looked by Blockchain Innovation 

1) Scalability and Storage Capacity 

 Capacity of information on the blockchain creates two primary issues, i.e., secrecy and 

adaptability. The information on the blockchain is apparent to everybody that is available on the 

chain this makes the information weak which is anything but an ideal result for a decentralized 

stage. The information put away on the blockchain would contain patient clinical history, records, 

lab results, X-beams reports, X-ray results and numerous different reports, all of this voluminous 

information is to be put away on the blockchain that would exceptionally influence the capacity 

limit of blockchain. 

 

2) Lack of Social Skills 

 The way blockchain innovation works is justifiable by not many individuals. This 

innovation is as yet in its underlying stages and is continually advancing. Additionally, the shift 

from confided in EHR frameworks to the blockchain innovation would take time as medical 

clinics, or some other medical services establishments need to totally shift their frameworks to 

blockchain. 

 

3) Lack of Universally Defined Standards  

 As this innovation is as yet in the underlying stages and is continually advancing so 

there is no characterized standard for it. Due to this the execution of this innovation in the 

medical care area would likewise take additional time and exertion. As it would require principles 

from worldwide specialists that ignore the normalization cycle of any innovation. These all 

inclusive guidelines would benefit in choosing the information size, information organization and 

sort of information that could be put away on the blockchain. Besides, the transformation of this 

innovation would become more straightforward because of the characterized principles, as they 

could be handily authorized in the associations. 

 
4. Results and discussion 
Starters 

 This segment officially depicts the primers utilized in the proposed system. It portrays 

the product stage utilized for improvement of this system and its benefits. Ethereum and IPFS 

being the most noticeable and significant for execution of this system are likewise examined in 

the accompanying segment. 

 

A. Ethereum 

 Ethereum is a conveyed blockchain network that utilizes the possibility of blockchain 

that was recently utilized in the famous digital currency Bitcoin. Ethereum was officially 

presented in 2015 and the thought behind Ethereum was to make a trustless shrewd agreement 

stage that would be open-source and would likewise hold the element of programmable 

blockchain. This innovation likewise shares the shared systems administration that makes it 

appropriated. This stage additionally utilizes its own digital money known as Ethers. This digital 

money can be utilized for dividing it among accounts associated on Ethereum blockchain. 

Ethereum additionally gives the developers a language in which they can redo their own 

blockchain, this language is known as Robustness. It was produced for brilliant agreements that 

are the principle element of Ethereum. 
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B. Data Exchange 

 In Ethereum, exchange is the manner in which outer substance would interface with 

Ethereum. It tends to be utilized by the outer client to refresh the condition of the record or data 

put away on the Ethereum blockchain network. An Ethereum exchange contains following 

components: 

● From - message sender, having a 20-bytes address. 

● To - message beneficiary, likewise having a 20-bytes address. 

● Value - the asset sum (wei) moved from sender to beneficiary 

● Data (optional) - contains the message that is being shipped off the beneficiary 

● Gas - For each exchange on the Ethereum blockchain the sender needs to pay a few 

expenses for playing out that activity this charge is known as Gas. Each exchange 

contains as far as possible and gas cost in it 

● Gas Price: that expense the exchange sender will pay for gas 

● Gas Limit: greatest gas that could be paid for this exchange 

 

C. Savvy Agreements 

 Savvy contracts are known as the piece of code that is utilized to play out any 

assignment on the blockchain. This piece of code is executed when the clients send the 

exchanges. They run on the blockchain straightforwardly in this manner making themselves 

secure from any sort of altering and changes. Savvy contracts usually use strong language and 

they can be utilized to program any sort of activity that a software engineer needs to do on the 

blockchain. Subsequent to programming the necessary activities the software engineers can 

order them by utilizing EVM bytecode that would be clarified in the next area. Also in the wake 

of assembling them it may very well be executed and conveyed on the Ethereum blockchain. 

The programming language of JavaScript and Python are embodied with the Strength language 

given by Ethereum to compose code in savvy contracts. 

 

D. Ethereum Virtual Machine 

 The key advantages that Ethereum stage offers incorporate the programmable 

blockchain. It gives its clients the decision to make their own applications working on the 

Ethereum. The applications assembled utilizing this stage are known asDistributed 

Applications(DApps). They contain various conventions that are bundled together to make a 

stage for DApps. These DApps contain savvy gets that have code characterized by the client to 

play out some characterized undertaking of an application. That code is sent and executed 

utilizing the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). In this way, the applications that are made utilizing 

the savvy contract are in reality being run on EVM. 

 

E. Interplanetary File System (IPFS)  

IPFS is a convention that utilizes shared organization for information stockpiling. It gives secure 

information stockpiling as information put away on IPFS is shielded from any modification. It 

utilizes a cryptographic identifier that shields the information from adjustment as any endeavor 

to make change on the information put away on IPFS must be finished by changing the identifier. 

Every one of the information documents put away on IPFS contains a hash esteem that is 

produced cryptographically. It is remarkable and is utilized for recognizable proof of put away 

information record on the IPFS. This solid stockpiling methodology of IPFS convention settles 

on it a good decision for putting away basic and touchy information. The cryptographic hash that 

is produced could be put away on the decentralized application to lessen the comprehensive 

computational activities over the blockchain. IPFS convention works utilizing a distributed (P2P) 

organization, this organization contains an information structure known as IPFS object tha
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contains information and connection in it. Information is unstructured parallel information and 

connection comprises a cluster. The IPFS convention works in the accompanying manner: 

● Documents put away on IPFS are appointed an interesting cryptographic hash 

● Copy records are not permitted to exist on the IPFS organization 

● A hub on the organization stores content and record data of the hub 

  
 5. Conclusion 

This innovation offers to give a safe, carefully designed stage for putting away clinical 

records and other medical care related data. Prior to the coming of current innovation, the 

medical care area utilized paper based frameworks to store the clinical records, i.e., utilizing 

manually written components. The objective of EHR frameworks was to tackle the issues looked 

by the paper-based medical care records and to give an effective framework that would change 

the condition of the medical care area. Notwithstanding the way that the thought behind 

utilization of EHR frameworks in the clinics or medical services was to work on the nature of 

medical care, and didn't meet the assumptions related with them. On account of EHR 

frameworks, or as a general rule, the medical services area is experiencing this issue as 

specialists or emergency clinics approach the patient's records, along these lines making it focal. 

A stage which is secure, straightforward and it additionally gives information uprightness to the 

clinical records of the patients. In this way, we would utilize an off-chain scaling strategy that 

utilizes the fundamental medium to tackle the adaptability issue by putting away the information 

on that medium. Literature review Blockchain Foundation Initially intended for keeping a 

monetary record, the blockchain worldview can be reached out to give a summed up structure 

to carrying out decentralized figure assets. Hubs establishing the square chain are isolated into 

three classes: Full Nodes: Each exchange is put away, with each individual square from the 

blockchain. Nakamoto utilized blockchain innovation to tackle the twofold spending issue of 

bitcoin yet soon this clever innovation was being utilized in numerous different applications. 

Blockchain is a chain of squares that are associated together and are consistently developing 

by putting away exchanges on the squares. 

These advantages settle on a sensible decision to store patient's clinical records on it, 

on the grounds that the development of innovation in the medical services industry has made 

the security of patient's clinical information a main concern. Various specialists have additionally 

recognized that utilizing blockchain innovation in medical services would be an attainable 

arrangement. To comprehend blockchain engineering let us utilize the accompanying figure 1 

that clarifies the entire course of an exchange being sent from a client on the blockchain network. 

A square in the blockchain is utilized for keeping exchanges in them and these squares are 

disseminated to every one of the associated hubs in the organization. This entire course of the 

square being added on the blockchain is finished by the hubs coming upon an agreement where 

they conclude which squares are substantial to be added on the blockchain and which are not. 

This course of approving the exchange is known as mining and the hub playing out this approval 

is known as digger Later approval is done that square is added to the blockchain. For this reason 

blockchain innovation utilizes agreement calculations. The fundamental working of this 

calculation is that there are a number of hubs or members on a blockchain network so when an 

exchange is mentioned to be added on the organization by any participating hub it should be 

determined. Key Highlights Of Blockchain Decentralization With blockchain the data is 

disseminated across the organization rather than at one main issue. Any information being put 

away on the blockchain isn't aggregated at one spot and isn't constrained by one hub yet is 

rather circulated across the organization. Security and Privacy Blockchain innovation utilizes 

cryptographic capacities to give security to the hubs associated with its organization. Challenges 
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Looked by Blockchain Innovation Scalability and Storage Capacity Capacity of information on 

the blockchain creates two primary issues, i.e., secrecy and adaptability. 

The information on the blockchain is apparent to everybody that is available on the chain 

this makes the information weak which is anything but an ideal result for a decentralized stage. 

The information put away on the blockchain would contain patient clinical history, records, lab 

results, X-beams reports, X-ray results and numerous different reports, all of this voluminous 

information is to be put away on the blockchain that would exceptionally influence the capacity 

limit of blockchain. Additionally, the shift from confided in EHR frameworks to the blockchain 

innovation would take time as medical clinics, or some other medical services establishments 

need to totally shift their frameworks to blockchain. These all inclusive guidelines would benefit 

in choosing the information size, information organization and sort of information that could be 

put away on the blockchain. Ethereum is a conveyed blockchain network that utilizes the 

possibility of blockchain that was recently utilized in the famous digital currency Bitcoin. 

Ethereum was officially presented in 2015 and the thought behind Ethereum was to make a 

trustless shrewd agreement stage that would be open-source and would likewise hold the 

element of programmable blockchain. It tends to be utilized by the outer client to refresh the 

condition of the record or data put away on the Ethereum blockchain network. IPFS convention 

works utilizing a distributed (P2P) organization, this organization contains an information 

structure known as IPFS object that contains information and connection in it. The IPFS 

convention works in the accompanying manner: Documents put away on IPFS are appointed 

an interesting cryptographic hash Copy records are not permitted to exist on the IPFS 

organization A hub on the organization stores content and record data of the hub 
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